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Principals and Procedures of Management

During recent years, there has been a growing interest in the field of

special education to improve programs at the secondary level for students

with both mild and severe disabilities. Many factors have contributed to

this interest, including parental concern, a shortage of qualified teachers,

gaps in program offerings, and an awareness at the national level that

transitions from school into adult life are often unplanned or ineffective

for students with disabilities.

A strong commitment has emerged within Oregon to develop and implement

statewide plan for improving secondary special education and transition

services for students with both mild and severe disabilities. Full imple-

mentation of the plan will require 3 to 5 years of effort, combining and

coordinating the resources of many agencies and people. The rationale for

this plan is presented in a policy document entitled Toward Excellence in

Secondary S ecial Education: A Plan for Statewide Initiatives in Oregon.

The present document describes the principles and procedures that are being

used in order to manage and implement the plan.

Background Events

The development of this management plan has occurred within the context

of a long range planning effort that began during the early months of 1984.

Two studies, a statewide survey of secondary special education and a study

of transitional services in Oregon, were the starting points for this ef-
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fort. These projects were undertaken to document the current status of

special education and transition services in Oregon's secondary schools, as

well as to lay a foundation for the articulation of new policy and pro-

cedures that will lead to improvement in the services that are provided.

In order for these studies to have their intended impact, it was impor-

tant from the beginning to involve thf people and agencies who would

have a stake in responding to t, emerged. The first step in

this process was to identify a 4 Ittee to guide the entire proj-

ect from beginning to end. The init.A.al composition of this committee con-

sisted of representatives from the following groups: (1) the special educa-

tion and vocational education divisions of the Oregon Department of Educa-

tion; (2) the Western Regional Resource Center and the Rehabilitation Re-

search and Training Center at the University of Oregon; (3) two parent

groups that advocate for people with disabilities; and (4) two consultants,

who were responsible for the implementation of the studies.

The initial responsibilities of the steering committee were both to

guide the design and implementation of the two studies, and to begin formul-

ating an appropriate response to their findings. Out of this process em-

erged the early drafts of the policy document mentioned above.

Once these early drafts were completed, the process began in earnest of

extending to other people an opportunity for involvement and ownership of

the plan. Reports from the two studies and a draft of the policy document

were sent to administrators of the following agencies and organizations:
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- e7lalition in Oreoon for Parent Educatim,

nts Graduttion Alliance

- Oregon Coalittn for r-leptional Children and Young Adults

- Association for Retardee. Oregon

- United Cerebral Palsey Associatien n

- Autism Council of Oregon

- Easter Seal Society of Oregon

- Oregon Association for Children with Learning Disabilities

- Oregon Developmental Disabilities Council

- Oregon Association of Rehabilitation Facilities

- Oregon Community Coilege Association

- Higher Education Council of the Oregon Department tion

- Oregon Cut leration of School Administrators

- Oregon Education Association

- Oregon Teachers Standards and Practices Commishion

- Oregon Comprehensive Personnel Preparation Council for Special

Education

- State Advisory Council for Regional Services in Oregon

- State Advisory Council for Career and Vocational Education

in Oregon

- Oregon Mental Health Division

- Oregon Vocational Rehabilitation Division

- Oregon Commisslon for the Blind

- Oregon Children's Services Division

These administrators met with the steering committee in Salem, to communi-
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cate theit reactions the proposed policy document. In a somewhat rare

erpress: of unAnimity -upport for the plan was offered without dissent.

Ar r ,.irtose c this meeting was to lay a foundation for the forma-

tice g ntoqr *hat would be asked to develop the policy plan fur-

tb .4 3t ward its implementation for a period of 3 to 5 years.

$114aation administrators nceinated 146 people to serve in

rty-five of these people were selected by the steering

CC '1. . ,e cn the working groups. Those not selectA were desig-

nated 1 .tin reviewers to be involved in subsequent activities. All but

two of the people selected agreed to participate as members of a working

group.

The first responsibility of the working group members was participation

in a 2 day meeting at the Silver Falls Conference Center near Salem. The

purpose of this conference was to develop further the policy plan, by re-

examining its proposed objectives and developing a set of tasks and activi-

ties that, if adopted, would ultimately lead to the attainment of the objec-

tives. These objectives, tasks and activities became the management blue-

print for implementing the long range plan that is described in tne state-

ment of policy.

Before actual implementation could begin, however, it was necessary to

receive additional input from a broader consticuency. Approximately 100

field reviewere from appropriate agencies and organizations, along with

members of the working groups, were given an opportunity to review and
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comment on both the policy and management plans. Reactions to both docu-

ments were overwhelmingly positive. The few helpful criticisms that did

emerge from these reviews have been incorporated into the current revisions

of both documents.

On October 22, 1985 the working groups reconvened order to begin the

implementation process. Proposed activities were developed at that meeting

into concrete proposals, including the identification of resources that weie

potentially available for implementation. Pieces of the management plan

were organized into "contractible units° for subsequent negotiation with

funding sources. During November and December 1985, contracts will be

negotiated for the parts of the plan that can be implemented between Janu-

ary, 1986 and May, 1987.

As the planning phase of this project draws toward its conclusion, it

is important to focus attention on management and organizational conditions

that will need to be met in order to gacilitate implementation of the plan.

The purpose of the remainder of this section of the management plan is to

explore and articulate these conditions. Topics are organized under the

following headings: (1) general assumptions underlying the management plan;

(2) role of the steering committee; (3) role of the working groups; (4)

program evaluation and plan modification; (5) public relations activitier4;

and (6) resource allocation and management.



General Underlying Assumptions

Many different approaches have been used over the years in attempts to

accomplish long range planning and policy development. Four different

approaches are reviewed here briefly, in order to provide a context for

understanding the approach that la being adopted for this plan. These four

approaches might be Characterized as centralized administrative planning,

legislative mandate, decentralized participatory planning, and centralized

participatory planning.

Centralized administrative planning. This is by far the most commonly

used approach, in which planning and policy development responsibilities are

assumed by an agency's top level administrators. Input from the agency's

other employees or the consumers of its services may or may not be sought

and considered in the decision-making process. The rules and regulations

that emerge as embodiments of policy are sometimes viewed as arbitrary or

'unreasonable by those who have not participated, or have participatel only

minimally, in the decision-making process. Attempts to enforce compliance,

under such circumstances, will often result in conflict among admini-

strators, supervisors and supervisees. Very often ths supervisors are

caught in a bind, serving as representatives of a policy which they them-

selves tave had little opportunity to influence. Compliance monitoring for

PL 94-Im2 serves as a good example of thia model.

Legislative mandate. Most public service programs are both authorized

and funded by state and/or Federal legislation. The presumed intent of

6
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legislation is to provide opportunity for addressing publicly determined

priorities, leaving procedures and problems of administration for the agen-

cies to work out through the development of regulations. The legislative

process, however, can also be used effectively to dominate policy develop

ment. Authorizing legislation can be made more and more restrictive, and

appropriations can be earmarked for very specific purposes. When this

occurs, agency administrators often feel compromised and in conflict with

those who have lobbied effectively with the legislators. The response of

administrators in such instances is likely to be passive resistance, to the

extent this is achievable without producing Lurther negative consequences.

On the other hand, when agency administrators are involved in the structur-

ing of new legislation, its successful passage becomes a powerful stimulus

for effective policy development. Many examples of both types of legisla-

tive event could be cited. In either case, the direction of policy develop-

ment is downward from the top. The consequences Lf this approach are often

similar to those emerging from centralized administrative planning. Active

or passive resistance is commonly offered by those who have not participated

in the decision-making process.

Decentralized participatory Planning. Participatory planning is a

concept that has become fairly popular over the past 15 years. In its most

general sense, thin term refers to the involvement of as many constituencies

as possible in the development of policy which affects these constituencies.

The idea is to extend involvement in the planning process, which then re-

sults in a sense of shared ownership of the plan that evolves. Decentral-

ized versions wf this model treat all members of the consortium as equal

7
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partners, with no member being designated as ultimately responsible for plan

management and evaluation. Unless such a consortium has regulatory pcwer

along wlth designated resources to facilitate such power, the products of

their planning efforts are often ignored. As an example of this problem,

some state developmental disabilities councils have found themselves to be

functioning in such an emasculated manner.

Centralised _participatory planning. This model is similar to the

decentralised approach, with one major exception. Even though widespread

participation is required for policy develoment, there is a centralised

chain of command in place for decision-making, within the administrative

structure of a designated agency which has ultimate responsibility for

policy development and implementation. This type of model is embedded

within the procedures that are be.Ing suggesied in this document.

In this particular project, the chain of command involves working

groups reporting to the steering committee, which in turn advises the Oregon

Department of Education (ODE). The ODE has final authority in all matters

related to ultimate policy articulation and implementation wtth respect to

this long-range plan. The steering committee and working e s, however,

are meant to be representative of the major constituenci0- that will be

affected by the implementation of the plan. The ODE deleg. -s substantial

responsibility to these groups to assist in the articulation of specific

objectives, to propose tanks and activities for ac 'miring objectives, and to

monitor progress toward achieving the objectives 'Furthermore, it is anti-

cipated Ufa these groups will occasionally propo,4 modifications of objec-
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tives, tasks and activities in response to evaluation findings an0 new

opportunities that will emerge over time.

It is important to point out that the ODE's authority in this statewide

initiative does not infringe upon the responsibility and authority of local

school districts to manage their own programs. Except in such instances

where new Oregon Administrative Rules might emerge as an outcomt of approp-

riate legislative activities, the outcomes and products of the statewide

initiative will be offered to, rather than required of, local programs.

Role of the Steering Committee

The steering committee plays a very important role in this type of

management model. Since responsibilitly without authority has been delegat-

ed by the ODE, the steering committee does not function exactly like a board

of directors. Even without such authority, the members of this committee

are still thoroughly involved in all aspects of plan development and imple-

mentation. There may be times, however, when the advice of the committee

cannot be accepted, and in such instances, the ODE retains ultimate respon-

sibility for decisions.

Membership. The initial membership of this committee, as described

above, will be maintained. This includes the following people:

- Ray Rothstrom, chairer

- Patricia Ellis

- Robert Siewert

ODE, Special Education

ODE, Special Education

ODE, Special Education
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- David Backman

Cheron Mayhall

Roz Slovic

- Jane Steiner

- Gene Edgar

- Andrew Halpern

ODE, Vocational Education

Oregon Coalition for Parent Education

Parent's Graduation Alliance

Western Regional Resource Center

consultant, University of Washington

consultant, University of Oregon

In addition, the 5 chairers of the working groups have been added to the

steering committee. This provides a mechanism for enhancing communication

between the working groups and the steering committee. The chairers are:

- Frank Ellis, Curriculum Bend School District

- Diana Lett, Transition Parent

- Joe Weiss, Coordination Lebanon School District

- Lee Zundel, ;ocumentation Marion Educational Services District

- Patricia Munkres, Training Oregon Teachers Standards and Prac-

and Certification tices Commissim

Responsibilities. There are six basic responsibilities of the steer-

ing committee. First and foremost, the committee is charged to advise the

ODE on all matters of statewide policy that pertain to secondary special-

education in Oregon. Clear examples of this responsibility are the commit-

tee's activities that have already occurred in the development of the policy

plan as well as this management document. Other tasks, problems and issues

that relate to policy will be placed before this committee as circumstances

dictate such actions.
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The second responsibility of the steering :ommittee is to assist the

ODE in structuring, supporting, monitoring and ylnating the activities of

the working groups. The central goal of these activities will be to en-

courage and facilitate productivity and luccess within the working groups.

Procedures, documentation and timelines will be coordinated by the steering

committee, so that information derived from working groups can be combined

into a useful and integrated whole.

Related to this responsibility of assisting the working groups, the

steering committee selects the chairers of each working group. Criteria for

selection include expertise in appropriate content areas, leadership ability

and the earned respect of other working group members, ability to function

well within the broader context of the entire plan, and willingness to give

the extra time that will be needed to serve on the steering committee.

There will be no more important responsibility of the steering commit-

tee than finding apprnpriate and sufficient resources to support the imple-

mentation of the plan. These resources include good ideas, and the funds

that are necessary for staff and operating expenses to implement the ideas.

The steering committee must be helpful in both identifying and securing

these resources.

Evaluation of the plan's impact is the fifth responsibility of the

steering committee. At one level, this is accomplished by evaluating the

productivity and accomplishments of the working groups. There is another

more important dimension of evaluation, however, that must also be
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addressed. The ultimate impact of the plan's implementation can only be

evaluated from the perspective of any improvements that accrue to students

and their families who are the presumed beneficiaries of the plan. This can

only be evaluated from the findings of well designed follow-up and follow-

along studies of students who graduate from Oregon's high schools before and

after plan implementation. Designing such ptudies, and then securing funds

for their implementation, is a major responsibility of the steering cor-mit-

tee.

The final major responsibility of the steering committee is the design

and implementation of a series of timely and useful public relations activi-

ties. There are several reasons for engaging in such activities, including

making the public aware of new initiatives, building a foundation for legis-

lative support, and providing regular feedback on project opportunities and

accomplishments to various constituencies in order to solidify both their

participation and support of the project's activities. If such feedback is

not provided regularly, it is likely that the intended beneficiaries of the

plan will quickly lose interest in the activities of the project.

The steering committee, obviously, requires the support of professional

staff in order to fulfill these responsibilities effectively. In order for

committee members to provide advice on important issues, someone must gather

and organize information that elucidates the issues. Staff time will also

be needed to identify possible resources, and then write grants or other

proposals to secure the resources. Program evaluation will require consi-

derable effort, both coordinating the activities of the working groups and

12
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helping to facilitate Any longitudinal follow-up and follow-along studies

that may be implemented. Finally, it will be important for someone to

facilitate steering committee input into any public relations program that

may be adopted. The implementation of all of these roles effectively will

require a fulltime staff coordinator, plus some additional staff support.

Role of the Working Groups

Each working group functions like a board of directors with respect to

its own area a concern. Such responsibilities are delegated by the

steering committee, which in turn is responsible to the ODE. Support for

the activities of the working groups is provided directly by the ODE, and

includes the following components:

- permanent staff, who will do whatever work is necessary to

facilitate progress between regularly scheduled meetings.

- financial support to pay for meetings of the working groups

on a monthly or bi-monthly basis.

- funds to support contracts that will be solicited by the working

groups to accomplish the objectives of the plan, subject to

steering committee and ODt. approval.

Within the fiscal constraints that govern the magnitude of this sup-

port, working groups have three basic responsibilities and roles to ful-

fill. Using the existing set of objectives, tasks and activities as a
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starting point, one responsibility of the Lorking groups is to uuggest

modifications of their plans whenever such modifications are appropriate.

Procedures will be developed for periodically reviewing the plan, reaffirm-

ing whatever is still desirable, and revising, eliminating or replacing

whatever has become outmoded, subject to the approval of the steering com-

mittee. Such changes should not be made capriciously, but the procedures

will be there to prevent any given plan from becoming 'locked in stone'.

Another responsibility of the working groups is to develop specific

timelines and procedures for accomplishing objectives, tasks and activi-

ties. Although the statements contained in the plan are fairly detailed,

there is still substantial room for alternative proposals to be developed

concerning specific plans for implementation. These 'starting points for

conL_aotual agreements are presented in the color-coded pages of each subse-

quent Lection of this manual. The specific contracts that emerge from

these proposals will be implemented between January, 1986 and May, 1987.

The ramaining objectives, tasks and activities for each working group will

be developed into contract proposals at a later point in time.

The final responsibility of each workiiig group is to monitor and evalu-

ate its own progress toward achieving the objectives, tasks and activi-

ties that are wifhin its domain of influence. Structure and support for

this activity will be provided by the steering committee, which is respons-

ible for evaluating the collective accomplishments of all the working-

groups.

14
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Program Evaluation and Plan Modification

Since program evaluation is an important activity of both the steering

committee and the working groups, some additional guidelines are offered

here to describe the nature and purposes of such evaluations. Both 'out-

come° and 'process° approaches to evaluation must be designed and implement-

ed.

The most important of these two approaches is an outcome evaluation

of the plan's impact on the lives of students and their families. This will

require designing and implementing both follow-up and follow-along studies,

beginning with a documentation of high school activities and transitional

services, and continuing to monitor at least several years of post-school

adjustment, with an appropriate sample of respondents. This type of evalua-

tion will provide the ultimate measure of the plan's impact on secondary

special education.

In addition to outcome evaluation, there are three purposes for con-

ducting process evaluations which monitor progress in actual implementa-

tion of the plan. Public accountability is one such purpose. On at least

an annual basis, a 4 ,port will be developed which summarizes accomplish-

ments to date and describes plans for the next year. This report will be

submitted to the Oregon Department of Education, but also made available to

any of the constituencies who have participated in the development of the

plan and are affected by its impact.
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The enhsncement of public relations is a second and related purpose of

proctsv evaluation. Assuming that there ts same good news to report, this

nv,f8 wi'' made available in a timely and appropriate manner to the gener-

a public as well as the constituencies that are affected by the plan.

In order to assure the timeliness of such activities, it will be necessary

to conduct evaluations on a regular and frequent basis, rather than once a

year. This will make information available while it is still fresh and

interesting.

The third major purpose of evaluation is to provide an empirical found-

ation for pie:iodic revision of the plan. Some activities will be more

successful than others, and same may not work at all. This type of informa-

tion will be very helpful in guiding us toward successful ventures and away

from those that are less succesful.

In order for all of this to occur, great care must be taken in the

design and implementation of evaluation activities, within con-

straints are imposed by fiscal limitations. Uniform formats for Icllecting

information across working groups will have to be explored and eventually

chosen. Data management procedures will need to be identified and support-

ed. Formats for presenting data in reports must be determined, keeping in

mind the ability of intended audiences to interpret data that are presented

in one format or another. Once formats are selected, appropriate methods

of data analysis must also be identified which generate findings that are

appropriate to the intended formats of presentation. Finally, a schedule
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of report writing mItst bo articulated that is consiatent with all of the

conntraints mentioned above.

Obviously, program evaluation activities for both process and outcome

evaluation will require a substantial amount of effort to implement effec-

tively. This, then, becomes another issue for resource identification and

allocation.

Public Relations Activities

Public relations is another responsibility of the steering committee

that has implications for resource allocation. As mentioned above, this

type of activity is likely to be a very important catalyst for maintaining

enthusiasm and support for the plan during its implementation. There are

at least three purposes for engaging in public relations activities: (1) to

inform people of the plan, and generate public enthusiasm and political

support for its implementation; (2) to demonstrate regular progress toward

implementing the plan; (3) to provide all constituencies (teachers, admini-

strators, parents, etc.) with useful outcomes of plan implementation on a

regular basis.

A wide variety of techniques will be employed to enhance public rela-

tions. At well-timed and appropriate intervals, newspaper articles and

radio or television spotc will be utilized to publicize planning efforts

and to report significant accomplishments. For more in-depth publicity,

presentations will be developed for use at appropriate public and profes-
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atonal forums. Annual reports will be prepared carefully and thoughtful-

ly, keeping In mind the intenlmi audiences and making liberal use of drava-

tic graphic presentations.

Finally, it will be very useful to prepare and distribuLe a monttly

or bi-monthly newsletter that would be sent to parents, teachers, school

administrators, and representatives of adult service agencies ard advo, toy

groups who are pa.ticipants in our efforts. Such a newsletter will not

only keep people informed of working group actIvities and outcomes, but

will also serve as a clearinyhouse for other information from the field

and as a mechanism for enhancing networking within the field. It may also

be possible and desirable to make regular contributions to the newsletters

of other appropriate agencies and organizations.

Implementation o! an effective program of public relations will obvi-

ously require a significant allocation of resources, if the job is to be

done properly. These resources include staff to do the work as well as

materials and postage to distribute the produc*s. The entire issue of

resource allocation and management is discussed next in greater detail.

Resource Allocation and Management

Lmplementation of the management plan outlined above will obviously

require both a substantial amount of resources along with well designed

procedures to manage these resources effectively. The LDS is ultimately

responsible for resource procurement and management, with the steering

18
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wamittee providing 4tiiii4tOACO and advice. Four topien muit iJoo c4retully

addressed in order to make effortive decielatone about reeource Allocation

and management! (1) documentation of basic needs; (2) identification of

funding sources; (3) development of procedure!: for distributing reaources,

and (4) development of procedures for establishing contracts.

Basic needs. Resources are required both to implement specific objec-

tives of the plan, and to support the activitiee of the working groups

and steering committee as Ulf: plan is developed and managed. For both

purposes, it will be useful to identify and secure funding in order to

undertake the following specific necessary functions:

- project coordination: ODE staff

- working group facilitation: ODE staft

- program evaluation: grant or cOntract

- public relations: ODE staff or contract

Other staff and contracts would be added only if the need arises and approp-

riate resources can be identified and secured.

Implementation of the plan's objectives can only occur through the

procurement of supplemental funds to support contracts for the implementa-

tion of specific tasks and activities. The color-coded pages of subsequent

sections of this manual suggest guidelines for developing requests for

proposals to support a series of implementation contracts.

In addition to these core staff and contractual needs, some funds will

be required for non-personnel expenses to support the core staff, the steer-
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thy ,Isatttfroe, end the wuiktng firOupo, budgIsto tor such purpones vitt

no developed annually.

minan2.joymits At this point in time, the project coordination and

working group facilitation task, have been assigned to existing staff of

the Special Education and Student Services Divisione of the ODE. Other core

functions of the project, mentionfl as basic needs shove, will be contracted

or assigned if supplemental sources of funds can be identified and secured.

Potential funding sources have also been identified for supporting the

oontracts being proposed by the working groups. Negotiations to secure

these funds will occur during November and December, 1985.

Funding sources have not yet bean secured for the program valuation

and public relations activities described above. Attempts will he made to

obtain Federal grants and contracts for these purposes.

Procedures for allocating resources. Although the ODE is ultimately

responsible for all decisions concerning the allocation of resources, both

the steering committee and working groups will participate in these decis

ions. Proposals for contracts usually originate within the working groups,

as recently occurred during the working group meeting of October 22, 1985.

These proposals are then submitted to the steering committee, which evalu

ates the collection of proposals from the perspective of total needs across

working groups and total available resources. The steering committee then

makes its recoomendations to the ODE before a final decision is made.

20
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coqracto. The procedurw tot osraialshing

contracts will ditter slightly, depending on whthotor ! purpose ot the

contract is plan implementation or plan management. In the former Cade,

both the working groups and the steering committe will be involved in the

decision-making process about which contracts to support. In the latter

case, only the steering committee will be involved.

The general procedures that relate to both typo of contract are con-

cerned with the technicalities of producing any contract document, once

the basic issues have been resolved. Those basic issues include*

- maximum length of time

- maximum amount of money

- matching requirements, if any

- criteria for evaluating the quality of proposals

- eligibility requirements

- format requirments for developing the contract

Once requests for proposals are developed, the ODE is responsible for iden-

tifying appropriate contractors. The steering committee and\or the working

groups will then maintain close and regular contact with the contractor(s)

as the work is being done.

Overview of the Remaining Sections

The remainder of this management document presents the specific objec-

tives, tasks and activities that have been developed by each working group
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66 6 00411# of implementing the etatewt4e pqlley for Improvinq monitory

apovial elducetion in Oregon. The first port (white pollee) ot gosh sectiOn

presents an overview of all the oblectivee and tasks that have been develle

aped thus far, This pert of each section should be studied first, In order

to gein an appreolation of how the plan for each working group fits into an

inte,rated whole. Tho second pert (oolor-coded peges) of each section

presents an outline for developing specific contracts to implement one oe

th plan'a tasks and activities over a 17 month period beginning In January,

19$11. !hie outline will be tiled to identify funding sources and *leo gener-

ate specific requests for propcsale I C contractors to do the work. The

third part (white pages) of each (moll

activities that were adopted by the

structured as potential contracts. Su

esents the remaining tasks and

groups but have not yet been

uccuring will occur at later

point in time, after the outc0Oes of initial efforts have been accomplished

and evaluated.
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CURRICULUM WORKING GROUP

OVERVIEW OF OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

Objective #1: Identify a set of learning objectives and competencies called
Specialized Knowledge and Skills for students with disabilities,
taking into consideration the needs of students with both mild
and severe disabilities.

Task: #1: Develop an operational definition of Specialized Knowledge and
Skills to be incorporated into State Board of Education's Plan
for Excellence.

Task #2: Identify and evaluate the learning objecC ss, instructional
procedures, and student competencies that address each major
component of the operational definition.

Task #3: Establish scr)pe and sequence priorities for the learning
objectives, instructional procedures and student competencies.

Task #4: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level
policy makers and six Regional Conferences for local service
providers, students, families, and any other appropriate people,
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-3. The Conferences will be con
ducted in conjunction with those of the other Working Groups.

Objective #2: Identify and evaluate appropriate assessment procedures for meas
uring Specialized Knowledge and Skills of students with disabili
ties.

Task #1: Identify and evaluate existing assessment procedures for measur
ing Specialized Knowledge and Skills of students with disabilitie

Task #2: Identify any gaps where satisfactory assessment procedures do not
exist.

Task #3: Develop appropriate assessment procedures for filling the gaps
identified.

Objective #3: Identify and evaluate appropriate curriculum materials and
teaching practices that address the competencies which have been
identified as Specialized Knowledge and Skills.

Task #1: Identify and evaluate current curricular materials that address
the learning objectives specified as outcome of Objective #1.

Task #2: Identify and evaluate current teaching practices that address
the learning objectives specifiad as an outcome of Objective #1.

Task #3: Identify gaps in current curricula and teaching practices.

Task #4: Stimulate development of new approaches where gaps exist.
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Objective #4: Develop a dissemination plan which incorporates the outcomes and
products of the first three objectives.

Task #1: Develop an awareness plan to inform the community about the
Specialized Knowledge and Skills as a component of the high
school curriculum.

Task #2: Prepare an implementation manual for school district personnel
which addresses the learning objectives, assessment methods,
curriculum materials and teaching practices within the domain of
Specialized Knowledge and Skills.

Task #3: Develop a plan for cenducting inservice training on the manual in
Oregon school districts.

Task #4: Disseminate the manual to Oregon school districts in a manner to
maximize impact.

Task #5: Evaluate the impact of the manual and inservice training.
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CURRICULUM WORKING GROUP

TIME/TASK ANALYSES THROUGH MAY 1987

Objective #1: Identify a set of learning objectives and competencies called Specialized Knowledge
and Skills for students with disabilities, taking into consideration the needs of
students with both mild and severe disabilities.

Task: #1: Develop an operational definition of Specialized Knowledge and Skills to be incorporated
into State Board of Education's Plan for Excellence.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

I. Develop a proposed definition for review and comment, Jan. 86 Contractor
after surveying members of the Curriculum Working
group for their opinions.

2. Identify a sample of SEA personnel, LEA personnel,
university special educators, parents, and people with
disabilities to serve as reviewers of the proposed
definition.

3. Develop an instrument to be used for review and
comment of the proposed definition.

4. Send the proposed definition to the sample that has
been identified as an outcome of activity 2 for
review and comment.

5. Integrate the field reactions into a revised definition
and submit the definition to the Working Group

6. Send the revised definition to the Steering Committee
for approval

7. Forward revised definition to the State board and
seek inclusion in State Plan for Excellence.

3 0

Jan. 86

Jan. 86

Jan. 86

Feb. 86

Feb. 86

Feh. 86

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor

Contri.ctor

Contrac-^11
Working Group

Work-Ing Group

Steering
Committee



Task #2: Identify and evaluate the learning objectives, instructional procedures and student
cowpelencieu that address each major component of the operational definition.

Activities:

I. Identify uajor components of the approved definition,
and con!uct a thorough review of existing curriculum
materials that address each component of the definition.

Timeline: Retponsibility:

Feb. 86 Contractor

2. Generate learning objectives, instructional procedures
and student competencies that address each component, Feb. 86 Contractor
taking into consideration the outcomes of the literature
review.

3. Submit the components, learning objectives, instruction- Mar. 86
al procedures end student competencies to the Working
Group for review and comment.

4. Revise the components, learning objectives and compe-
tencies, based on feedback from the Working Group.

Contractor/
Working Group

Mar. 86 Contractor

5. Identify a sample of vocational counselors, employers,
group home supervisors, and adult service providers to
augment the sample identified under Task 1, Activity 2. Apr. 86

6. Develop an instrument to be used for review and
comment of the proposed learning objectives, instruc- Apr. 86
tional procedures and student competencies.

7. Send proposed learning objectives, instructional pro-
cedures and learning competencies to the same people
identified in Activity 5 for review and comment. Apr. 86

8. Integrate the field reactions into a report form
and submit to the Working Group for review and comment. Apr. 86

9. Send the revised learning objectives, instructional
procedures and student competencies to the Steering May 86
Committee for approval.

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group



Task #3: Establish ecope and sequence priorities for the learning objectives, instructional proced-
ures and student competencies.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

1. Develop a proposed eat of scope and seyience
priorities of learning objectives, instructional
procedures and student competencies for review May 86 Contractor
am! comment.

2. Develop an instrument to be used for review and
comment of the proposed priorities. May 86 Contractor

3. Submit the proposed priorities for review and comment Contractor/
to the Working Group.

4. Send the proposed priorities for review and comment
to the same sample that participated in Task One.

5. Integrate the field reactions in a report form and
submit to the Working Group for review and comment.

6. Send the revised priorities to the Steering
Committee for approval.
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Objective #1: Identify a set of learning objectives and competencies called Specialized Knowledge
and Skills for students with disabilities.

Task #4: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level 1.olicy makers and six Regional
Conferences for local service providers, students, families, and any other appropriate
people, using the outcomes of Tasks 1-3. The Conference will be conducted in conjunction
with those of the other Working Groups.

Activities:

1. Develop plans for the conferencea, including
locations, participants, program length and design,
and objectives.

2. Develop conference agenda, materials and presenta-
tions, using outcomes of Tasks 1-3.

3. Manage all logistics for all the conferences.

4. Conduct Statewide Conference for state level policy
makers.

Timeline: Responsibility:

Contractor/
St ering

June 86 Colimittee

June-Aug. 86 C tractor

June-Sep. 86 Contractor

Aug. 86 Contractor

5. Conduct six Regional Conferences for local service Nov. 86 Contractor
providers, students, families, and other appropriate
people.

6. Write a report describing the results of each
Conference and submit the reports to the Steering
Committee. Dec. 86

Contractor/
Steering
Committee



Objective #2: Identify and evaluate appropriate assessment procedures for meaauring Specialized
Knowledge and Skills of studenta with diaabilities.

Task #1: Identify and evaluate existing asaessment procedures for measuring Specialized Knowledge
and Skills of students with disabilitiea.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

I. Conduct a literature review of asseament procedures
and materials currently available. Oct. 86 Contractor

2. Develop a rating system for evaluating thf, procedures
and materials that have been located. Nov. 86 Contractor

3. Present rating system t Working Group for review Contractor/
and comment. . Nov. 86 Working Group

4. Obtain existing procedures. Nov. 86 Contractor

5. Rate procedures in terms of their relevance and
quality. Dec. 86 Contractor

6. Construct resulta of ratings into report form and Contractor/
submit it to the Working Group for review and comment. Dec. 86 Working Group

7. Prepare revised report and submit to Steering Committee Contractor/
for approval. Dec. 86 Working Group

Task #2: Identify any gaps where satisfactory assessment procedures do not exist.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

I. Compare existing assessment procedures and materials
to identified Specialized Knowledge and Skill
competencies. Jan. 87 Contractor
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Activities: Timeline: ReNETI,LIAILIZI

2. Identify competencies for which assessment materials
exist. Jan. 87 Contractor

3. Identify competencies for which high quality assess-
ment materials do not exist. Jan. 87 Contractor

4. Construct results into report form and submit it to Contractor/
the Working Group for review and comment. Jan. 87 Working Group

Objecti.le #3: Identify and evaluate appropriate c rriculum materials and teaching practices that
address the lompetencies which h 42 been identified as Specialized Knowledge and
Skills.

Task #1: Identify and evaluate current curricular materials that address the learning Cajectives
specified as an outcome of Objective #1.

Activities:

I. Conduct a review of current exemplary curricular
materials.

2. Produce a report that contains a review of relevant
materials.

3. Submit the report to the Working Group for review
and comment.

4. Prepare revised report and submit to Steering Committee
for approval.

3b

Timeline: Responsibility:

Feb. 87 Contractor

Mar. 87 Contractor

Contractor/
Mar. 87 Working Group

Contractor/
Mar. 87 Working Group



Task #2: Identify and evaluate current teaching practices that addkoas the learning objectives
specified 44 an outcome of 01,!ctive #1.

Activities; Timelmne: ilateestikinta

1. Conduct a review ot current exemplary teaching
practices. Fab. 87 Contractor

2. Produce a report that evaluates these teaching
practices. Mar. 87 Contractor

3. Submit the report to the Working Group for review Contractor/
and comment. Mar. 87 Working Group

4. Prepare revised report and submit to Steering Contractor/
Committee for approval. Mar. 87 Working Group

Task #3: Identify gaps in current curricula and teaching practices.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

1. Match the curriculum materials and teaching practices
identified through Tasks 1 and 2 with the learning
objectives and competencies that comprise Specialized
Knowledge and Skills. Apr. 87 Contractor

2. Identify discrepancies between what is available and
what is needed. Apr. 87 Contractor

3. Identify one or more dissemination formats that are Contractor/
appropriate for presenting the outcomes of this analysis. Apr. 87 Working Group

4. Prepare a ref-lit from this analysis into one or more
formats that are .seful for dissemination. May 87 Contractor



Activities:

5. Submit the report(m) to the Working Group for
review and comment.

6. Prepare the revised report(s) and aubmit them to
the Steering Committee for approval.
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CURRICULUM WORKING GROUP

ObJECTIVEVTASKVACTIVITIK$ AFTKR MAY 1987

Objective 02: Identify and evaluate assessment procedures for measuring Special-
ised Knowledge and Skills of students with disabilities.

Task #3: Develop appropriate assessment procedures for filling the gaps
identified.

Activities:

I. Generate RFP's for development of appropriate assessment materials
and procedures concerning those competencies for which no satis-
factory assessment materials exist.

2. Appoint RIP review committee.

3. Select contractor.

4. Monitor work of contractor in assessment development.

5. Put products of contractor into report form, with products attached.

Objective #3: Identify and evaluate appropriate curriculum materials and
teaching practices that address the competencies which have been
ideatified as Specialized Knowledge and Skills.

lgslc #4: Stimulate development e! new approaches where gaps exist.

AcLivities.

1. Develop and implement a contract for producing curriculum
atste.Hals and/or improving instructional procedures.

2. Appoint a coLlmittee to specific activities that are achievable
.:Iunteolr basis.

3. Deo . 4 caultuterized data base which will identify appropriate
mate.rtIs th.- -an be gncified for individual students during the
IEP procer4t.

Objective #41 Develop a dissemination plan which incorporates the outcomes and
products of the first three objectives.

Task .11: Develop an awareness plan to inform the community about the
Specialized Enowledge and Skills as a component of the high
school curriculum.
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Activities!

1. App,ok, 4A 01 ALVIV41 committee to develop A plan to inform media,
School Noar4 Associations, COSA and other groups about Specialised
Knowledge and Skills.

2. Develop an eetioo plan and timeline for implementation.

Task #2: Prepare an implementation manual for school district personnel
which addresses the learning objectives, assessment methodo, curriculum
materials and teaching practices within the domain of Specialised
Knowledge and Skills.

Activities:

1. Develop RFP for preparing the manual and select the contractor.
Contractor compiles the manual for review by the Curriculum working
group.

2. Curriculum working group reviews the document, end provides feedback
to the contractor.

3. Contractor assembles the final manual.

Task #3: Develop plan for conducting inservice training on the manual in
Oregon school districts.

Activities:

I. Put out an RFP seeking creative inservice training plans.

2. Select a contractor.

3. Implement and monitor the contract.

Task #4: Disseminate the manual to Oregon school districts in a manner to
maximize impact.

Activities:

I. Identify and evaluate alternative methods of dissemination.,

2. Utilize one or more appropriate methods for disseminating the manual.

Task #5: Evaluate the impact of the manual and inservice training.

Activities:

1. Appoint an Evaluation Task Force.

2. Identify quality indicators of dissemination and utilization of the
aanual and the inservice training programs.
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COORDINATION WORKING GROUP

OVERVIEW OF OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

nbj-ctive #5: Identify good practices within school districts for providing
vocational education/occupational preparation and academic
opportunities to students in both mainstre :It: and segregated
claeses for students with disabilities.

Task: #1: Establish the criteria and procedures for identifying exemplary
practices in vocational education and occupational preparation
for students with disabilities.

Task #2: Establish the criteria and procedures for identifying exemplary
practices in academic education for students with disabilities.

Task #3: Establish the criteria and procedures for identifying exemplary
coordination practices among special education, vocational
education, regular academic education, and appropriate community
agencies.

Task #4: Utilize the products from Tasks 1, 2, and 3 to identify and de-
scribe exemplary programs.

Task #5: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level
policy makers and six Regional Conferences for local service pro-
viders, students, families, and any other appropriate people
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-4. The Conferences will be c.
ducted in conjunction with those of the other Workinf Groups

Objective #6: Explore and develop new and effective models for providing
vocational education/occupational preparation and academic
opportunities to students with disabilities.

Task #1: Develop one or more possible new models, incorporating a
literature review of programs outside of Oregon and also build-
ing on the outcomes of Objective 5, Task 4.

Task #2: Field test and evaluate one or more new models.

Objective #7: Identify strategies for utilizing all available resources (i.e.,
Perkins Act, PL 94-142, JTPA, Foundations, Districts resources)
for providing vocational education/occupational preparation and
academic opportunities to students with disabilities.

Task #1: Compile an annual resource guide of available resources.

Task #2: Identify and compile a list of exemplary programs that have
creatively used available resources.
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Objective #8: Prepare and disseminate information about goA practices, new
models and strategies for utilizing a,:ailable rea0,ees.

Task #1: Develop dissemination strategies.

Task #2: Implement and evaluate the dissemination strategies.

Objective #9: Conduct inservice/adoption activities about good practices
(Objective 5), new models (Objective 6), and strategies for
utilizing available resources (Objective 7).

Task #1: Develop inservice/adoption strategies.

Task #2: Implement and evaluate inservice/adoption strategies.
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COORDINATION WORKING GROUP

TIMWTASK ANALYSES THROUGH 1LAY 1987

Dbjective #5: Identify good practices within school districts for providing vocational education and
occupational preparation and academic opportunites to students in both mainstream and
segregated classes for students with disabilities.

Usk #1: Establish the criteria and procedures for identifying exemplary programs
vocational education and occupational preparation for students with

Activities: Timeline:

disabilities.
and practices in

Responsibility:

1. Develop a set of indicators for identifying exemplary
programs and practices. Jan. 36 Contractor

2. Develop a set of procedures for identifying exemplary
programs and practices. Jan. 86 Contractor

3. Submit the indicators and procedures to the Working Contractor/
Group for review and comment. Feb. 86 Working Group

4. Submit the indicators and procedures to the Steering
Committee for approval. Feb. 86 Working Group

5. Select an appropriate sample of school district Contractor/
personnel and other appropriate people to serve as
field reviewers.

Feb. 86 Working Group

6. Design an instrument for reviewing indicators and
procedures. Feb. 86 Contractor

7. Submit the indicators and procedures to an appro-
priate field review. Feb-Mar. 86 Contractor
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Activities Timeline: Responsibility:

8. Revise the indicators and procedures, based on
outcomes of the field review, and submit the revisions
to the Working Group. Apr. 86

9. Send the final revision to the Steering Committee Apr. 86
for approval.

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group

Task #2: Establish the criteria and procedures for identifying exemplary programs and practices
in academic education for students with disabilities.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

1. Develop a set of indicators for identifying exemplary
programs and practices. Jan. 86 Contractor

2. Develop a set of procedures for identifying exelplary
programs and practices. Jan. 86 Contractor

3. Submit the indicators and procedures to the Working Contractor/
Group for review and comment. Feb. 86 Working Group

4. Submit the indicators and procedures to the Steering
Committee for approval. Feb. 86 Working Group

5. Select an appropriate sample of school district Contractor/
personnel and other appropriate people to serve as Feb. 86 Working Group
field reviewers.

6. Design an instrument for reviewing indicators and
procedures. Feb. 86 Contractor

7. Submit the indicators a.'d procedures to an appropriate
field review. Feb-Mar. 86 Contractor



Activities Timeline: Rtupnsibilita

8. Revise the indicators and procedures, based on
outcomes of the field review, and submit the revisions Contractor/
to the Working Group. Apr. 86 Working Group

9. Send the final revision to the Steering Committee Apr. 86 Working Group
for approval.

Task #3: Establish the criteria and procedures for identifying exemplary coordination practices
among special education, vocational education, regular academic education, and appropriate
community agencies.

Activities:

1. Develop a set of indicators for identifying exemplary
programs and practices.

2. Develop a set of procedures for identifying exemplary
programs and practices.

3. Submit the indicators and procedures to the Working
Group for review and comment.

4. Submit the indicators and procedures to the Steering
Committee for approval.

5. Select an appropriate sample of sch,o1 district
personnel and other appropriate people to serve as
field reviewers.

6. Design an instrument for review;ng indicators and
procedures.

7. Submit the indicators and procedures to an appropriate
field review.

4 6

Timeline: Responsibility:

ContractorJan. 86

Jan. 86

Feb. 86

Feb. 86

Feb. 86

Feb. 86

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor

Contractor



Activities Timeline: Responsibility

8. Revise the indicators and procedures, based on
outcomes of the field review, and submit the revisions Contractor/
to the Working Group. Apr. 86 Working Group

9. Send the final revision to the Steevsng Committee Apr. 86 Working Group
for approval.

Task #4: Utilize the products f:om Tasks 1, 2 and 3 to identify and describe exemplary programs.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

1. Develop a list of programs and persons to survey. Mar. 86 Contractor/
Working Group

2. Conduct the survey, using instruments that incorporate
the outcomes of Tasks 1, 2 and 3. Apr.-May 86 Contractor

3. Analyze and summarise the findings, in formats that Contractor/
are suitable for dissemination, and submit to Work-
ing Group for review and comment.

Feb. 86 Working Group

4. Conduct on-site visitations of the best programs, in
order to understand and document further their
exemplary characteristics. May-Jun. 86 Contractor

5. Prepare descriptioo uf exemplary programs, in formats
that are suitable dissemination, and submit to Contractor/
the Working Group r review and comment. Jun-July 86 Working Group

6. Send the final revisions to the Steering Compittee for
approval.

July 86 Working Group
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Objective #5: Identify good practiced within school districts for providing vocational education/
occupational preparation and academic opportunities to students in both mainstream
and segregated classes for students with disabilities.

Task #5: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level policy makers and six i.,Aional
Confe.'ences for local service providers, tudents, families, and any other appropriate
people, using the outcomes of Tasks 1-4. The Conferences will be conducted in conjunction
with those of the other Working Groups.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

I. Develop preliminary plans for the conferences, includ-
ing locations, participants, program length and Contractor/
design, and objectives. Jun. 86 Steering Comm.

2. Develop conference agenda, materials and presentations,
using outcomes of Tasks 1-4. Jun-Aug. 86 Contractor

3. Manage all logistics for all the conferences. Jun-Sep. 86 Contractor

4. Conduct Statewide Conference for state level policy
makers.

Aug. 86 Contractor

5. Conduct six Regional Conferences for service providers,
students, families, and any oth appropriate people.

Nov. 86 Contractor

6. Write a report describing the rPiults of each Contractor/
Conference and submit it io the Steering Committee. Dec. 86 Steering Comm.
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Objective #6: Explore and develop new and effective models for providing vocational education/
occupational preparation and academic opportunitios to students with disabilities.

Task #1: Develop one or more possible new models, incorporating a literature review of programs
outside of Oregan and also building on the outcomeo of Objective 5 of Task 4.

Activities:

1. Conduct a literature review of programs outside of
Oregon.

2. Develop one or more proposed new models, and submit
to Working Group for review and comment.

3. Submit reviseu models to Steering Committee for
approval.

4. Select an appr.kwiate sample of school district
personnel to serve as field reviewers.

5. Design an instrumen. for evaluating the proposed
new models

Timeline:

Oct-Nov. 86

Oct-Nov. 86

Nov. 86

Nov. Sb

Nov. 86

Contrector

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group

Contractor/
Working Group

Co.:tractor

6. Conduct the field reviewb and prepare a report
including recommendations. Nov. 86-Jan. 87 C.,ntractor

Submit the report to the Working Group for review
and ccAment.

8. Submit t',e report to the Steering Comm;stee for
alproval.

4

Jan. 87

Jan. 87

Working Group

Working Group



Task #2; Field test and evaluate one oc more 004

Activities:

1. Develop procedu.4s for selecting one or more new
models (Objective 6, Task 1) to be field tested and
evaluated.

2. Negotiate fiel' testing with one or more school
districts.

Timeline: K talpap! wain.

Contractor/
Jet:. 87 Working Group

Sep. 86 Contractor

3. Implement and evaluate the field test(s). Jan-Apr. 87 ContracOr

4. Prepare descriptions of the field test outcomes, in
formr's that al.. suitable for dissemination, and Contractor/
submi. to the Wrking Group for review and comment. May 87 Working Group

5. Send the revised eport to the Steering Committee May 87 Working Group
for approval.



GOORNUATION WORKING GROUP

OBJECTIVE8/1~ACTIVITIES AFTER MAY 1987

Objective #7: Identify trategies for utilising ell available resources
0..40. Perkins Act, PL 94-14, JTPA, Foundations, uistricts
resources) for providing vocarional education/occupational
preparation ant, academie opportunities to students with disabili-
ties.

Task #1: Compile an annual resource guide of available resources.

Activities:

I. Conduct literature review to identify all available resources.

2. Compile rLsults of reviews into resource guide.

3. Repeat the process annually.

Task #2: Identify and compile list of exemplary programs that have creatively
used available resourt

Activities:

1. Develop a rating ins.rument for identifying exemplary programs.

2. Develop a list of provams to survey.

3. Conduct the survey and r1o,7tify exem,lary programs.

4. Compile list and Jescc,p,:Lon of exemplary programs.

Objective #8: Prepare and disseminate information abou, good practices, new
models and strategies for utilizing available resources.

Task #1: Develop dissemination strategies.

Activities:

1. Identify strategies for disseminating materials leveloped during
implementation of Objectives 5, 6 and 7.

2. Schedule dissemination activities, utilizing the strategies ;Ientified
as ccnstrained for available resources.



Task 02: Implement and evaluate the disaemination atrotegies.

Activities:

1. Conduct the dissemination activities.

2. Identify criteria for evaluating the impact of liasemiqation.

3. Using the criteria identified, design and imploment a study on the
impact of dissemination.

4. Utilize the findings of this study to revise dissemination
activities.

Objective 09: Conduct inservice/adoption activittes about good practices
(Objective 5), new models (Objective 6), and strategies for
utilizing available resources (Objective 7).

Task 01: Develop inservice/adoption strategies.

Activities:

I. Identify and evaluate possible strategies for inservice training.

2. Select strategies to be implemented.

3. If one of the selected procedures involves contracting, develop
procedures for est.olishing a contract.

Task #2: Implement and evaluate inservice/adoption strategies.

Activities:

1. Conduct training activities, according to the outcomes of Task I.

2. Identify criteria for evaluating the impact of training.

3. Using the criteria identified, design and implement a study on the
impact of training.

4. Utilize the findings of this study to revise training activities.
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--Overview of Objectives and Tasks pp. 56
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14Ah3ITION_VOttkiNO,t;k0tie

OWEgYIKW OV 011,11iCAYX0 AND TAtiiid

Ohjoctive 01Q denti y effective working modieli of transitional serviges that
ere currently being provided within Oregon ochool district*,

Taok 01; Define and doecribe the cherecteristics of dttokl1V0 tranillt"'
tional services.

T40 02; Identify progress and/or components of programs that demonetrate
the cherecterietics of effective transitional servicee.

Task 03: Describe the effective practice. in transitional services that
are currently being implemented by the identified programs,

Task 04: Develop and condi 't one Statewide Conference for state level
policy makers 44u six Regional Conference* for local service
producers, students, families, and any other appropriate people,
using the outcome* of Tasks 1-3. The Conferences will be
conducted in conjunction with those of the other Working Groups.

Objective 011: Identify procedures for the improvement in inter- and intr.-
agency collaboration in the development end implementation of
an appropriate number and diversity ot transition programs.

Teak 01: Describe the ideal role and function of each agency involved
in the transition process.

Task 02: Develop set of recommended procedures for the delivery of
effective transitional services.

Task 03: Devel, proposals 64 'mproving inter/intra-agency collaboration
that t'! us on trateit taking into consideration the existing
practicas that hay, *n documented as an outcome of Objective
10, as well as tht I of Objective 11, Task 1.

Task 04: Implement and evaluate at least one of the new proposal' in an
urban, suburban and rural setting.

Objective #12: Develop or enhance procedures for training all appropriate
persons on their roles in the transition process.

Task 01: Describe the ideal roles and functions necessary to facilitate
the transition process.

Task 02: Propose and evaluate procedures for training pertinent people to
become effectively involved in the transition process.

Task #3: Implement and evaluate training programs based on the outcomes of
Tasks 01 and #2.
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Objective #13: Improve pre-service training on good transitional progra jng
for all service providers.

Task #1: Negotiate with professional preparation programs concerri4g the
implementation of pre-service training that addresses transition
issues.

Task #2: Evaluate the impact of newly negotiated approaches to pri-service
training.

Objective #14: Develop and implement procedures for collecting and sha,ing
data on the transition outcomes of special education students
who leave school.

Task #1: Identify mechanisms of data generation and data sharir,

Task #2: Develop plans for achieving inter/intra-agency collaboration on
data generation and sharing.

Task #3: Implement and evaluate at least one of the plans that have been
developed in an urban, suburban and rural setting.
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TRANSITION WORKING GROUP

TIME/TASK ANALYSES THROUGH MAY 1987

Thjective #10: Identify effective working models of transitional services that are currently being
provided within Oregon school districts.

rask #1: Define and describe the characteristics of effective transitional services.

Activities:

1. Develop a list of goals and outcomes of effective
transitional services (literature search) survey key
people, analysis of Oregon studies).

2. Develop a list of service components in effective
transition programs.

3. Develop an instrument to be used for review and
comment of the proposed goals, outcumes and service
components in effective transition programs.

4. Develop a list of pertinent people to serve as field
reviewers in all subsequent activities.

5. Send the proprosed goals, outcomes, and service com-
ponents to the people identified in Task 1, Activity
for review and comment.

6. Integrate field reactions into a revised list and
submit to the Working Group for review and comment.

7. Submit revised list to Steering Committee for
approval.

5 6

Timeline: Responsibility:

Jan. 86 Contractor

Jau. 86 Contractor

Contractor/
Jan. 86 Working Group

Contractor/
Jan. 86 Working Group

4

Jan. 86 Contractor

Contractor/
Feb. 86 Working Group

Feb. 86 Working Group



Task #2: Identify programs and/or components of programs that demonstrate the characteristics of
effective transitional services.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibilial

1. Develop a rating instrument for identifying
effective transitional programs in Oregon. Feb. 86 Contractor

2. Develop a list of programs and persons to survey. Feb. 86 Contractor

3. Submit the instrument and the list of programs and Contractor/
persons to the Working Group for review and comment. Feb. 86 Working Group

4. Conduct the survey and identify effective tr4nsition
programs in Oregon. Mar. .6 Contractor

5. Write a report on the results of the survey, and Contractor/
submit it to the Working Group for review end comment. Mar. 86 Working Group

Task #3: Describe the effective practices in transitional services that are currently being
implemented by the identified programs.

Activities:

I. Develop site review proceOures for evaluating good
transitional programs, and submit the procedures to
the Working Group for review and comment.

2. Select a sample of effective transition programs for
site reviews, utilizing information obtained through
Task 2.

Timeline: Responsibility:

Mar. 86

Mar. 86

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor/
Working Group

3. Use the procedures identified in Task 3, Activity 1
to describe and evaluate the services being provided
in effective transition programs that have been Apr. 86 Contractor
identified.
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Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

4. Identify needed services not yet found in Oregon. Apr. 86 Contractor/
Working Group

5. Summarize best practices of the effective transition
programs that hive been ideutified, as well as services Contractor/
that arc still needed, and submit a report to the May 86 Working Group
Working Group for review and comment.

6. Submit revised report to the Steering Committee for
approval. June 86 Working Group
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Objective #10: Identify working models of transitional services that are currently being provided
within Oregon school districts.

Task #4: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level policymakers and six Regional
Conferences for local service providers, studentt , famils, and other appropriate peoplal
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-3. The Conferences will or condu.:ted in conjunction with
those of the other Working Groups.

Activities: Timeline:

1. Develop preliminary plans for the conferences, includir-
locations, participants, program length and design,
and objectives.

2. Develop Conference agenda, materials and presentations,
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-3.

3. Manage all logistics for all the Conferences.

4. Conduct Statewide Conference for state level policy
makers.

5. Conduct six Regional Conferences for local service pro- Nov. 86
viders, students, families, and other appropriate people.

6. Write a report describing the results of et, Conference Contractor/

June 86

Jun-Aug. 86

Jun-Sei, 86

July 86

Responsibility;

Contractor/
Steering Comm.

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

and submit it to the Steering Committee. Dec. 86 Steering Comm.



Objective #11: Identify procedures for the improvement in inter- and intra-agency collaboration
in the development and implementation of an appropriate number and diversity of
transition programs.

Task #1: Describe the ideal role and function of each agency involved in the transZtion process.

Activities:

1. Develop a list of agencies that provide or might
provide transitional services, and submit it to the
Working Group for review and comment.

2. Identify a sample of agencies and persons to be
included in a field study, and submit the sample to
the Steering Committee for approval.

3. Develop an instrument to be used in the field study.

4. Analyze the roles and functions of existing agencies,
identifying strengths, weaknesses and gaps (include
agencies/persons' perceptions of their roles).

5. Develop a report on ideal roles and functions, and
submit it to the Working Group and Steering Committee
for review and comment.

6. Submit revised report to Steering Committee for
approval.

7. Send it to agency heads, service providers, employers
and parents for review and comment.

8. Revise the report, based on feedback, and submit it
to the Working Group for review and comment.

9. Submit the revised report to the Steerin& Committee
for approval.

Go

Timeline:

Oct. 86

Oct. 86

Oct. 86

Oct-Nov. 86

Dec. 86

Jan. 87

Jan. 87

Feb. 87

Feb. 87

Responsibility:

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor/
Working Group

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group/
Steering Comm.

Working Group

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group/
Steering Comm.



Teak #2I Develop 4 Set Of recommended procedures for the delivery of effective transitional
services.

Activities:

1. Using outcomes of Objective 10 and Objective 11, Task
01., construct a net oE recommended procedures. Mar. 87 Contractor

Timeline: Responsibility!

2. Submit the re mended procedures to the Working
Group fJp- and comment.

3. Develop a manual of recommended procedures, and submit
it to the Working Group for review and comment.

4. Submit the revised manual to the Steering Committee
for approval.

5. Disseminate the manual to pertinent people.

Contractor/
Mar. 87 Working Group

Contractor/
Apr. 87 Working Group

May 87 Working Group/
Steering Comm.

May 87 Contractor/
Working Group

Task #3: Develop proposals for improving inter/intra-agency collaboration that focus on transi-
tion, taking into consideration the existing practices that have been documented as an
outcome of Objective 10, as well as the outcome of Objective 11, Task 1.

Activities:

1. Review and analyze the history of existing formal
agreements.

2. Identify the components of successful cooperative
agreements.

3. Develop model formats for cooperative agreements
to meet lccal needs.

4. Submit model formats to the Working Group for review
and comment.

5. Send the revised model formats to the Steering f'

mittee for approval.
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Timeline:

Mar. 87 Contractor

Mar-Apr. 87 Contractor

Apr-May 87 Contractor

Contractor/
May 87 Working Group

May 87 Working Group/
Steering Comm.



TRANSITION WORKING GROUP

OBJECTIVES/TASKS/ACTIVITIES AFTER MAY 1987

Objective #11: Identify procedures for the improvement in inter- and intra-
agency collaboration in the development and implementation of
an appropriate number and diversity of transition programs.

Task #4: Implement and evaluate at least one of the new proposals in an
urban, suburban and rural setting.

Activities:

1. Identify the appropriate person(s) to negotiate a local agreement.

2. Negotiate one or more agreements in rural, suburban and urban
settings.

3. Lnplement and evaluate the agreements.

Objective #12: Develop or enhance procedures for training all appropriate
persons on their roles in the transition process.

Task #1: Describe the ideal roles and functions necessary to facilitate
the transition process.

Activities:

1. Identify the people necessary for a transition team, taking into
consideration different handicapping conditions and local constraints

2. Identify and convene sub-committees or task forces of representatives
necessary to make up transition teams.

3. Using these sub-committees for advice, describe the ideal roles and
functions of transition team members.

4. Send out this description for review and comment.

5. Revise the descrintion based on feedback.

Task #2: Propose and evaluate procedures for training pertinent people to
become effectively involved in the transition process.

Activities:

I. Identify and evaluate existing training resources in Oregon (PGA, COP
etc.).

2. Develop proposed training procedures based upon existing resources
(strengthen and consolidate, where appropriate).
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3. Sand proposal to appropriate people for and

4. Revise proposal based on review.

Task #3: Implement and evaluate training programs based on the outcomee of
tasks #1 and #2.

Activities:

1. Identify people and organizations to receive the trling.

2. Negotiate training agreements, that both utilize exisiing trainine
resources and create new opportunities.

3. Implement and evaluate the training.

Objective #13: Improve pre-service training on good transitional programming
for all service providers.

Task #1: Negotiate with professional preparation programs concerning the
implementation of pre-service training that addresses transition
issues.

Activities:

1. Identify what is currently being done.

2. Share with them the training packet as identified in Objective 12,
Task 3.

3. Recommend procedures for inclusion of new transition information in
appropriate pre-service curricula.

4. Develop agreements concerning future efforts in pre-service training.

Task #2: Evaluate the impact of newly negotiated approaches to pre-service
training.

Activities:

1. Negotiate evaluation procedures with professional preparation programs.

2. Assist, where appropriate, in implementing evaluation.

3. Analyze and interpret outcomes of evaluation.

4. Offer recommendations concerning further improvement in pre-service trainit



Objective #14: Develop end implement procedures for collecting and sharing
data on the transition outcomes of special education students
whn leave school.

Task #1 identify mechanisms of data generation and data sharing.

1. Survey existing data collection procedures in the relevant agencies.

2. Identify opportunities for sharing that emerge from thl.s analysis.

3. Identify problems/barriers that interfere with this sharing.

Task #2: Develop plans for achieving inter/intra-agency collaboration on data
generation and sharing.

Activities:

1. Identify agencies, units and people who would participate in data
sharing network.

2. Propose one or more specific models for sharing based on Objective 14
Task I.

Task #3: Implement and evaluate at least one of the plans that have been
developed in an urban, suburban and rural setting.

Activities:

1. Identify the appropriate person(s) with whom to negotiate a local
agreement.

2. Negotiate one or more agreements in rural, suburban and urban
settings.

3. Implement and evaluate the agreements.
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Documentation Working Group

--Overview of Objectives and Tasks . . .pp. 71

--Time/Task Analyses through May, 1987 PP.73

--Objectives/Tasks/Activities after May, 1987 pp.81
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DOCUMENTATION WORKING CROUP

OVERVIEW OF OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

Objective #15: Identify the minimum content, procedures, and moaol forms to be
included in the IEP process for middle school sirki high school
etudents with disabilities, addressing all dimersions of an IEP
including modified'curriculum which is to include transitional
and vocational components.

Objective #16: Develop and evaluate a procedure for implementing Individualized
Transition Plans (ITP's) that are coordinated with IEP's for all
middle school and high school special education students.

Task #1: Define and describe the components that should be included in an
ITP for middle school/secondary special education students.

Task #2: Define and describe the process that should be used to develop
the ITP for middle school 4-,,ad high school special educati.ln
students. Also describe the relationships between the ITP and
the IEP.

Task #3: Define and describe the procedures that should be followed at
the state and local levels in ITP monitoring for middle school
and high school special education students.

ask #4: Develop model forms and procedures that will be used to docu-
ment and monitor the ITP process with middle school and high
school special education students.

Task #5: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level
policymakers and six Regional Conferences for local service pro-
viders, students, families, and any other appropriate people,
using the outcomes of Task 1-4. The Conferences will be con-
ducted in conjunction with those of the other Working Groups.

Task #6: Field test, evaluate, and modify the ITP package.

71
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Objective #17; Establish meaningful statowide graduation requiromonta 4nd
identify tho type of completion 01,1cumont, including 4 atatement
o achievements, to be 4wardod L hitth 401044i spei41 oduvation
students.

Tank #1; Identify Cho different typos of graduation raquiromonta and
completion documents that aro currently being used in ochool
districts around the country. Review tho historical perspoctiv .

Task #2: Identify information needed by employer. to ba included on
diploma, and completion documents.

Task #3: Develop a policy p-oposal concerning graouation requirements awl
completion documents for use in all Oregon schools, incorporating
the outcome of Tasks 1 and 2.

Task 04: Develop a plan for implementing the policy within all vivate and
public schools in Oregon.

Task 05: Field test, evaluate, modify and implement the plan.

Objective 018: Develop and disseminate standardized operatio4al manuals to
school districts, parents, and adult service agencies, on the
utilization of the secondary IEP and ITP process to facilitate
adult adjustment for students with disabilities.

Task #1: Identify and review manuals current:), in use in Oregon and other
states.

Task #2: Prepare manuals on the utilization of the IEP and ITP process,
that will meet the needs of parents, educatIrs, and personnel
from adult service agencies.

Task #3: Disseminate manuals to school districts, parents and adult
service agencies.

Objective #19: Conduct inservice training for target groups on the incorpora
tion of adult adjustment into the IEP and ITP process. Target
groups include parents, educators, and professionals in adult
service agencie:.

Task #1: Develop a plan for conducting inservice training throughout
Oregon.

Task #2: Implement, evaluate and revise the inservice training.

Task #3: Conduct inservice training throughout Oregon.



DOCUMENTATION wqqkNq quoyt

TISK/TASK ANALYtillti TWINS KAY NA/

Objective #15: tdontity the minimum content, procedures and model forms to be included in the 111F
process for middle school and high school tudents with disebilitios, oddressing
all dimehaions of an 1111) including modified curriculum which ie to i:miodo transi-
tional and vocational components.

Objective #16: Devel*p and evaluate a procedure for (.,olomenting Individualised Transition Plans
(111)'$) that Alre coordinated with IKI" for ell middle school and high school
special education students.

Task 01: Define and describe the components that should be included in an lIP for middle
school and high school special ducation students.

Activities:

1. Gather model 1TF forms from exemplary middle school
and high school special education programs in Oregon
and throughout the country.

2. List components that ahould be included in the ITF,
develop minims of three draft forms, and submit
them to the Working Group for review and comment.

Time li tit Lelllikaau

Jan. 86 Contractor

Jan. 86

3. Identify and select ample to serve as field reviewers. Feb. 86

4. Develop an instrument to be used for reviiw and comment
of the proposed UP forms. Jan. 86

5. Send proposed ITP forms to field reviewers and
analyse their comments. Feb. 86

6. Develop revised ITP forms, including definitions and
descriptions of components in the ITP and submit them 68
to the Working Group for review and comment. Feb. 86

Contractor/
Working Croup

Contractor
Working Croup

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group



Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

7. Send revised ITP form to Steering Committee for
approval. Mar. 86 Working Group

rask #2: Define and describe the process that should be used to develop the ITP for middle school
anr' 1110 school special education students. Also describe relationships between the IEP
and 1TP.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

1. Collect information from school personnel, committees,
and parents concerning their perceptions of the ideal
IEP and ITP processes. Mar. 86 Contractor

2. Collect information from the same group used in
activity 1 concerning their perceptions on how the IEP
and ITP process should relate to each other. Mar. 86 Contractor

3. Review this information and develop a draft proposal
of the IEP and ITP processes, including responsibilities
for implementing each part of this process (i.e. voca-
tional education, mental health, vocational rehabili-
tation, parents, special educators). Mar-Apr. 86 Contractor

4. Submit the draft proposal to the Working Group for Contractor/
review and comment. Apr. 86 Working Group

5. Send the proposal for field review, using the same
sample identified for Task 1. Apr. 86 Contractor

6. Revise the proposal, based on reviewers' comments, Contractor/
and submit it to the Working Group for review and Apr. 86 Working Group
comment.

7. Send revised proposal to the Steering Committee for
approval. Apr. 86 Working Group

Gi



Task #3: Define and describe the proceduren that should be followed at the state and local levels
in ITP monitoring for middle school and high school special education students.

Activities: Timeline: Re )onsibility:

1. Obtain and review existing monitoring systems in Oregon
and other states. Mar-Apr. 86 Contractor

2. Bring together a small group of special education
supervisors and principals to review current
pracLices and discuss issues. Apr. 86 Contractor

3. Develop a questionnaire, concerning what should be
monitored and how monitoring should be accomplished. Apr. 86 Contractor

4. Using the same sample identified for Task 1, obo3,
input from teachers and parents concerning what
should be monitored, and how monitoring should b.1
accomplished. Apr-May 86 Contractor

5. Utilizing input from Task 3, Activity 4, along with
the outcomes of Tasks 1 and 2, develop a proposed
format for ITP monitoring. May 86 Contractor

6. Submit the proposed format to the Working Group for Contractor/
review and comment. May 86 Working Group

7. Send proposal to the same sample of field reviewers
for comment. May-Jun. 86 Contractor

8. Revise the proposal, based on reviewers' comments, Contractor/
and submit it to the Working Group, for review and Jun. 86 Working Group
comment.

9. Send revised proposal to the Ste.?ring Cemmitt..a for
approval. June 86 Working Group

0



Task #4: Develop model forms and procedures that will be used to document and monitor the ITP
process with middle school and high school special education students.

Activities:

1. Integrate the outcomes of Tasks 1-3 into a package of
usable materials.

2. Incorporate computerized formats into the materials
that are compatible with the ODE statewide data
system.

3. Submit the package to the Working Group for review
and comment.

Timeline: Responsibility:

Jun. 86 Contractor

Jun. 86 Contractor

Contractor/
Jun. 86 Working Group

4. Obtain review and comment on the package from a sm-1,
sample of representative users. Jul. 86 Contractor

5. Revise the package, based on reviewers' comments,
and submit to the Working Group.

6. Send the revised package to the Steering Commlttee
for approval.

Contractor/
Jul. 86 Working Group

Jul. 86 Working Group



Objective #15: 'd,.ntify the minimum content, procedures and model forms to be included in the IEP
process for middle school and high school students with disabilities, addressing
all dimensions of an 1EP including modified curriculum which is to include transi-
tional and vocational components.

Objective #16: Develop and evaluate a procek..re for implementing Individualized Transition Plans
(ITP's) that are coordinated with IEP's for all middle school and high school
special education students.

Task #5: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for policy makers and six Regional
Conferences for local service providers, students, families, and any other appropriate
people, using the outcomes of Tasks 1-4. The Conferences will be conducted in conjunction
with those of the other Working Groups.

Activ4.ties:

1. Develop preliminary plans for the Conferences, including
locations, participants, program length and design,
and objectives.

2. Develop Conference agenda, materials and presentations,
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-4.

3. Manage all logistics for all the Conferences.

4. Conduct Statewide Conference for state level policy
makers.

Responsibility:

Contractor/
Jun. 86 Steering Comm.

Jun-Aug. 86 Contractor

Jun-Sep. 86 Contractor

Aug. 86 Contractor

5. Conduct six Regional Conferences for local service
providers, students, families, and other appropriate Nov. 86 Contractor
people.

6. Write a report describing the results of each Contractor/
Conference, and submit it to the Steering Committee. Dec. 86 Steering Comm.



Objective #15: Identify the minimum content, procedures and model forme to be included in the IEF
process for middle school and high school atudents with disabilities, addressing
all dimensions of an IEP including modified curriculum which is to include transi-
tional and vocational components.

Objective #16: Develop and evaluate a procedure for implewenting Individualized Transition Plans
(ITP's) that are coordinated with IEP's for all middle school and high school
special education students.

Task #6: Field test, evaluate, and modify the ITP package.

Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

1. Design an appropriate field study for evaluating the
packages, and aubmit it to the Working Group for review Contractor/
and comment. Oct. 86 Working Group

2. Negotiate agreements with selected school districts to
field test the packages. Oct-Nov. 86 Contractor

3. Implement and evaluate the field tests. Dec. 86-Apr. 87 Contractor

4. Revise the packages of materials, based on the outcomes
of the field tests. Apr. 87 Contractor

5. Submit the revised packages to the Working Group for Contractor/
review and comment. Apr. 87 Working Group

6. Submit the revised packages to the Steering Committee
for approval.

May 87 Working Group



DOCUMENTATION WORKING GROUP

OBJECTIVES/TASKS/ACTIV1LIES AFTER MAY 1987

Objective #17: Establish meaningful statewide graduation requirements and
identify the type of completion document, including a statement
of achievements, to be awarded to high school special educa-
tion students.

Task #1: Identify the different types of graduation requirements and
completion documents that are currently being used in school
districts around the country. Review the historical perspective.

Activities:

1. Conduct a thorough review and analysis of all available literature
on this topic.

2. Identify an appropriate sample of reviewers, to provide input into
the development of policy on this topic.

3. Review and analyze Oregon's legal requirements in this area.

4. Develop a survey instrument for identifying and evaluating current
practices in Oregon.

5. Using this instrument, conduct a survey and interpret the findings.

6. Using all of the above input, develop a proposal for graduation
requirements and completion documents.

7. Send proposal to the sample identified in Task 2 for review and
comment.

8. Revise the proposal, based on reviewers' comments.

Task #2: Identify information needed by employers to be included on
diplomas and completion documents.

Activities:

1. Conduct a thorough review and analysis of all available literature
on this topic.

2. Identify an appropriate sample of employers, to provide input into
the development of graduation requirements and completion
documents.

3. Develop a survey instrument for identifying and evaluating employer
requirements in this area.

4. Using this instrument, conduct a survey and interpret the findings.
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5. Building on the outcomes of Task ), twise the proposal for
graduation requirements and compl tic). documents, incorporating the
outcomes of the employer survey.

Task #3: Develop d policy proposal concerning graduation requirements and
completion documents for use in all Oregon schools, incorporating
the outcome of Tasks 1 and 2.

Activities:

1. Identify an appropriate sample of reviewers, including school district
personnel, employers, higher education special educators, personnel
from adult service agencies, parents, and adults with disabilities.

2. Design a procedure for evaluating the proposal that emerged from
Task 2, Activity 5.

3. Implement thib 7rocedure with the sample identified in Task 1.

4. Revise the proposal, based on the outcomes of Task 3.

5. Submit the revised proposal to public hearings.

6. Make final revisions, and submit to the Oregon Board of
Education for adoption.

Task #4: Develop a plan for implementing the policy within all private and
public schools in Oregon.

Activities:

1. Develop a preliminary proposal for plan implementation.

2. Identify an appropriate sample of reviewers, including all constituen-
cies that would be affected by the plan.

3.. Send the preliminary proposal for implementation to this sample for
review and comment.

4. Revise the proposal, based on the comments of reviewers.

Task #5: Field test, evaluate, modify and implement the plan.

Activities:

1. Negotiate implementation agreements with a representative sample of
school districts.

2. Implement and evaluate the field test.

3. Revise the procedures, based on the outcomes of the field test.
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4. Implement the revised procedures statewide.

5. Evaluate statewide utilization.

6. Modify procedures, if necessary, based on outcomes of statewide

evaluation.

7 6
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Obitive #18: Develop and disseminate standardized operational manuals to
school districts, parents, and adult service agencies, on the
utilization of the secondary IEP and ITP process to facilitate
adult adjustment for students with disabilities.

Task #1: Identify and review manuals currently in use in Oregon and other
states.

Activities:

1. Identify and obtain a representative sample of existing manuals.

2. Review these manuals for content and style.

3. Survey users o: these manuals, in order to identify strengths and
needed areas of improvement.

4. Develop recommeadations for preparing a manual to be used in Oregon.

Task #2: Prepare manuals on the utilization of the IEP and ITP process,
that will meet the needs of parents, educators, and personnel from
adult service agencies.

Activities:

1. Develop a proposed manual, based on the outcomes of Objective 15/16,
Task 5, and Objective 18, Task 1.

2. Obtain review and comment from a representative sample of users.

3. Revise the manual, based on reviewers' cninments.

Task #3: Disseminate manuals to school districts, parents and adult service
agencies.

Activities:

1. Develop list of school district, parent groups and adult service
organizations to receive the mennal.

2. Develop an appropriate dissemination plan.

3. Implement and evaluate the dissemination plan.

4. Revise the disse.iination plan, if appropriate.

7 '1
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Objective #19: Conduct inservice training for target groups on the incorpora-
tion of adult adjustment into the LEP and ITP process. Target
groups include parents, educators, and professionals in adult
service agencies.

Task #1: Develop a pten for conducting inservice training throughout
Oregon.

Activities:

1. Identify the appropriate recipients of training.

2. Develop a training plan, within the constraints of available
resources.

Task #2: Implement, e-aluate and revise the inservice training.

Activities:

1. Select a small sample of training recipients, including school
district personnel, adult service agency personnel, and parents.

2. Implement and evaluate the training procedures.

3. Revine the training procedures, based on the outcomes of Activity
2.

Task #3: Con:wct inservice training throughout Oregon.

Activities:

1. Develop a revised training plan for statewide implementation, based
on outcomes of Task 1, Activity 2 and Task 2, Activity 3.

2. Implement the plan and evaluate its ouLcomes.
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Certification/Training Working Group

- -Overview of Objectives and Tasks

--Time/Task Analyses through May, 1987

- -Objectives/Tasks/Activities after May, 1987
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CRRTIFICATIONtrRAINfNa WORXING GROUP

OVERVIEW OF OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

Objective 20: Identify end implement the most useful and appropriate ways to
prepare all service providers (including but not limited to
special education and regular education teechers end administra-
tors, vocational and rehabilitation star, counselors end other
service providers) and parents to erve secondary students with
disabilities effectively.

Task #1: Using the Halpern and Edgar studies as a besi s. conduct
additional inquiries to specify further the ptcperation needs of
secondary teachers and others. The inquiries ahould irwestigate
at least the following questions.

- What are the skill strengths and weakneases of elementary and
secondary trained teachers who work with secondary students with
disabilities?

- Do different service delivery models for secondary students with
disabilities require different teacher skills and preparation?

-What specific teacher skills are required to enable them to
provide appropriate transition services to secondary students
with disabilities?

-What are the various roles and responsibilities of the agencies
and persons in transitioning, and what are the varioua roles and
responsibilities of institutions and agencies for providing pre-
paration to staff?

Task #2: Analyze information collected, using the Edgar and Halpern
studies and other studies for implications concerning staff
development activities, parent training, employer training and
pre-service personnel training policies.

Task #3: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level
policy makers and six Regicnal Conferences for local service
providers, students, families,ard any other appropriate people,
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-2. The Conferences will be
conducted in conjunction with those of the other Working Groups.

Task #4: Develop proposals .1.- the implementation of changes in both pre-
service and inservice personnel preparation activities.

Tail( #5: Develop a statewide data base in order to conduct studies of the
impacts of policy changes in both pre-service and inservice train-
ing.

S 0
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CRRTIVIOATION TRAININO WORK1HO_OROUP

T1MK/TAOK ANALY888 THROUGH MAY 1987

Objective 201 Identify and implement the most useful and appropriate 44141 prepsre ell service
providers (including but n to opecia) educetion a)d rsgular Lducation
teachers and administratora, 404 rombillt ti rAmeelors and
other service providers) and parente ,o 0 0 i,:').Aerv otedeuts with tCsiibllitias
effectively.

Task 1: Using the Halpern and edger studies 44 a basis, conduct additiouel il.%oirira to -!mcifY
further the preparation needs of secondary teachers dud others. The ;liquI14 should
investigate at least the following questions:

- What are the skill strengths and weaknesses of elementary end secoodary trained
teachers who work with secondary students with disabilities?

- Do different service delivery models for second.iry students with disabilities requit,
different teacher skills and preparation?

- What specific teacher skills are required to enable them to provide appropriate transitle-
services to secondary students with disabilities?

- What are the various roles and responsibilities of the agencies and persons in
transitioning, and what are the various roles and responsibilities of institutions and
agencies for providing preparation to staff?

Activities: Timeline: Responsibilitn

1. Appoint a task force comprised of representatives
from affected groups to review the current studie- and
design additional studies to address the defined ques-
tions and additional questions as appropriate. Mem-
bership should be drawn from at least the following
groups: advocacy/support organizat'qns, professional
preparers, school service providers, providers from other
adult agencies, and representatives from teacher organi-
zations. In addition, people from the private sector
shculd also be represented. Jan. 86 Working Group
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611.11Ltieal Timdlinei

2. Devil 1 MVP's for tho identified studies, and submit
them . the Working Group for review and comment. Yoh. 06 Working Croup

3. Submit )."1. to Steering Committee for approval. Yob. $6 4orking Group

4. Circulate ;'Y's, identify list of contractors to
complete the study projects, and submit the list to
the Steering Committee for molection. Mar. 06 Working Croup

5. Select a contractor. Apr. 86 dreering Comm.

(t Conduct the study(ies) Apr July 86 Contractor

Task 02: Analyse information collected, using the Edgar and Halpern studies and other studies for
implications concerning taff development activities, parent training, employer training,
and pre-aervice personnel training policies.

Activities:

I. Using the task force identified Cor Task I, analyze
and interpret data collected for implications per-
taining to changes that might be needed in state
policies on pre-service personnel preparation.
Specific issues to consider should include at least
the following:

- endorsement/certification modifications,

courses of study requirements for teacher preparation
programs (graduate a64 undergraduate),

training requirements prior to license reissuance,

Timelie Responsibility:

8 z



Activities: Timeline: Responsibility:

- interagency coordination and cooperation for staff
development and employment requirements. May-Jun. 86 Contractor

2. Using the task force, analyze and interpret data
collected for implications pertaining to staff, employers
and parents training activities that are necessary for
the immediate improvement of staff, employer, and parent
skills related to secondary special education. May-Jun. 86

3. Write a report on the findings from the various
studies, describing implications for pre-service and
in-service preparation.

4. Submit the report to the Working Group for review
and comment.

5. Submit the revised report to the Steering Committee
for approval.

Jun. 86

Jun. 86

Jul. 86

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group



Objective #20: dentify and implement the most useful and appropriate ways to prepare all service
providers (including but not limited to special education and regular education
teachers and administrators, vocational a ' rehabilitation staff, counselors and
other service providers) and parents to serve secondary students with disabilities
effectively.

Task #3: Develop and conduct one Statewide Conference for state level policy makers and six Regional
Conferescps for local service providers, students, families, and any ocher appropriate
people, using the outcomes of Tasks 1-2. The Conferencea will be conducted in conjunction
wich those of the other Working Groups.

Develop preliminary plans for the Conferences, including
locations, participants, program length and design,
and objectives.

2. Develop Conference agenda, materials and presentation,
using the outcomes of Tasks 1-2.

3. Manage all logistics for all the Conferences.

4. Conduct Statewide Conference for state level policy
makers.

5. Conduct six Regional Conferences for local service
providers, students, families, and other appropriate
people.

Timeline: Responsibility:

Contractor/
Jun. 86 Steering Comm.

Jun-Aug. 86 Contractor

Jun-Sep. 86 Contractor

Aug. 86 Contractor

86 Contractor

6. Write a report describing the results of each Contractor/
Conference and submit it to the Steering Committee.

84
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Objett%ve #20: Identify and implement the most aseful and appropriate ways to prepare all service
providers (including but not limited to opecial education and regular education
teachers and adminiutrators, vocational and rehabilitation staff, counselors and
other service providers) and parents to serve secondary students with disabilities
effectively.

Task #6: Develop proposals for the implementation u.. changes in both pre-service and in-service
personnel preparation activities.

Activities: Timeline: Respoasibility:

I. Draft positi ,n statements, developed with the task
force identified for Task 1, which recommend policy
changes for both pre-service and in-service training
activities for improving secondary special education. Oct-Nov. 86 Contractor

2. Submit the position statements to 0- lorking Group
for review and comment. Nov. 86

Contractor/
Working Group

3. Circulate the draft position statements among appro-
p- ite agencies and groups for review and comment, and
analyze the responses. Nov-Dec. 86 Contractor

4. Prepare a revised draft of the position statements
into policy recommendrtions for both pre-service and
in-service training, and submit the revisions to the
Working Group. Jan-Feb. 87

5. Submit the revisions to the Steering Committee for
approval. Feb. 87

6. Submit the final position statements to the Cooperative
Personnel Planning Council and the Teachers Standards
and Practices Commission for review and action.

8 6

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group

Ma-- 87 Steering Comm.



['ask #5: Develop a statewid.: data base in order tc conduct studies of the impacto of policy changes
in both pre-service and in-service training activities.

Activities:

I. Prepare a data base for evaluating the impact of changes
in pre-service and in-service training policy upon
teachers' role and function, students' accomplishments
while in school, and post school adjustments.

2. Present the data base to the Working Group for review
and comment.

3. Submit data base to Steering Committee for approval.

Timeline: Responsibility:

Apr. 87

May 87

May 87

Contractor

Contractor/
Working Group

Working Group



CERTIFICATIoN/TRAINING WOMING GROUz

OBJECTIVES/TASKS/ACTIVITIES AFTER MA, F:

Objective 20: Tdentity and implement the most useful . .ppropriate ways to
p-epare all service providers (including but not limited to
special education and regular education teachers and administra-
tors, vocational and rehabilitation staff, counselors and other
s,frvice providers) and parents to serve secondary students with
dlb.3bilitici.s effectively.

Task #5: Develop a statewide data Jase in order to conduct studies of the
impacts of policy changes in both pre-service and inservice
training activities.

Activities:

4. Collect data for a baseline prior to implementation of any policy
changes of training activities.

5. Continue to collect data and update the data base yearly.

6. Using the data base and other information resources, study the
following:

- changes in teacher preparation in relation to assignments,
- student'skill del,zlopment in relation to services received,
- student placement status after leaving :hool,
- satisfaction of parents and students with secondary school

training and post school status.

8
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